Abstract Humanitarian supply chains (HSC) can be considered a new research area. The number of applied scientific publications has considerably increased over the past 15 years. About half of this research work uses quantitative techniques as optimisation decision-support systems. But due to the recentness of this academic area, researchers are finding it difficult to develop accurate, and above all, reliable mathematical models to support their steps towards improvement. This is particularly true concerning the crucial problems of coordination in HSCs. This paper tackles the issue by developing an original quantitative modelling support method. Based on enterprise modelling methodologies, we propose a business process modelling approach that helps in understanding, analysing, evaluating and then developing the formal expression of an HSC. Such a model, therefore, clearly has an added value for practitioners and should enable relevant quantitative models to be produced. Finally, an application on the emergency response processes of the International Federation of Red Cross is detailed in order to validate the relevance and the applicability of our proposal. This experiment allows all the variables and parameters that should be useful for improving the efficiency of the network to be identified.
Introduction
The number of scientific articles dedicated to the study of the humanitarian supply chain (HSC), either general or focussed on a specific issue, was remarkably low 5 years ago. This has changed recently with the publication of a substantial number of papers related to disaster management. There were 120 publications registered in 2009 on this topic in the Science Direct database compared to only 20 publications in 1997.
According to Denizel et al. (2003) , three types of research are classically used in OR/MS: management sciences, management consulting and management engineering. In management sciences, the goal is to develop new results to contribute to the body of knowledge in the discipline. As for management consulting, the goal is to solve practical problems using existing, standard methods. Management engineering is between the two, as its goal is to solve those practical problems for which it is necessary to adapt existing tools in fundamentally novel ways. Management engineering is by far the most widely used in the humanitarian context. This may be due to the relative youth of this area of research. If the articles are sorted by disaster contributions, more than half of the research published is on the development of analytical models followed by case studies and theory (one-fourth) (Altay and Green 2005). As for research methodologies, mathematical programming is the most frequently utilised method.
But few or no humanitarian organisations go as far as using optimisation-based decision-support systems. This goes against traditional recommendations found in the academic and business world. According to Simchi-Levi et al. (2003) , a thorough logistics network analysis, for example, should consider complex transportation cost structures, warehouse sizes, manufacturing limitations, inventory turnover ratios, inventory costs and service levels. These issues typical in humanitarian world could benefit from the use of optimisation-based decision-support systems that can solve large-scale problems efficiently.
OR/MS researchers are no doubt aware that the main criteria of the success of optimisation-based approaches consists in producing a complete and representative mathematical model of the studied system. But considered an art by many and weird science by some, mathematical modelling is not as simple as it seems. This is particularly true in the humanitarian context, as in all new research areas, where researchers have difficulty identifying the right decision variables and parameters to be able to develop accurate and relevant analytical models. This paper tackles the issue by focussing on modelling techniques rather than solution algorithms.
Based on enterprise modelling (EM) methodologies, the present article proposes a conceptual modelling approach that aids in understanding, analysing, evaluating and then developing the formal expression of an HSC. Such a model, therefore, clearly has an added value for practitioners and should allow reliable quantitative models to be produced. From an academic point of view, we are not implementing a typical OR/MS method for developing analytical models, but instead, we are proposing a complementary approach, or to be more specific, one that should precede it. EM enables researchers to keep a business view of operations. With their needed cuts, OR/MS analytical models may move away from such a view. We agree with Barr on the fact that the disciplines of computer science and operations research have been linked since
